Activity 6.5a

Preparation a book for dialogic reading

Name __________________________ Date __________________________

Instructions

1. Watch Video 6.4: Dr. Christopher Lonigan: Using CROWD Prompts. Dr. Lonigan says one way you can use the CROWD prompts are by thinking about them in levels. What are the three levels that Dr. Lonigan mentions?


4. Select a book that you could use for dialogic reading with a group of children.

5. Working with a partner, look through the book, and complete Handout 6.3 to prepare CROWD prompts for dialogic reading.

6. Then, transfer the questions you developed on Handout 6.3 on to sticky notes and place them on the correct pages in the book.

Hints

CONNECT would like to acknowledge Dr. Christie Cavanaugh for her contribution to the development of this activity.